KUMC's study of a mysterious enzyme

Researchers for KUMC's Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology are unraveling a labyrinth of data about a complex enzyme called phosphorylase kinase. The Journal of Biological Chemistry has identified their paper on the enzyme as one of their best articles of 2012.
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New training for student teachers

A professor of curriculum and teaching has authored a study advocating that community-based field experience as a third space of education would provide more well-rounded teachers and complement the traditional spheres of teacher education.

February Employees of the Month

KU has bestowed Employee of the Month honors for February on a support staff member who helps law students find employment and an unclassified staff member who oversaw restoration for the water-damaged Murphy Art & Architecture Library.
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Twitter

@kuathletics The 2013 Big 12 Women's Indoor Coach of the Year is...Stanley Redwine! Congrats Coach! http://youtu.be/H8dHYEgGlsc #KUf
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Featured Multimedia

KU MEDIA MIX

SUA Performing Arts Showcase
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